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SOX proteins are transcription factors which play a role in regulating the development of progenitor cells and tissue

differentiation. Twenty members are known, clustered in eight groups named A through H and sharing a common DNA-

binding domain called the HMG (high-mobility-group) box. Eleven of the SOX genes have been associated with genetic

disorders so far, covering a broad spectrum of developmental diseases. SOX4 is a single-exon gene and belongs to the

SOXC group, together with SOX11 and SOX12. SOX4 variants have been recently described to cause a highly penetrant

but heterogeneous disorder, with a phenotypic spectrum ranging from mild developmental delays and learning difficulties

to intellectual disabilities with congenital anomalies. Nineteen pathogenic variants have been reported to date, generally

de novo, heterozygous, and inactivating, either stop–gain or missense, the latter ones primarily targeting the HMG

domain.
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1. Introduction

Members of the SOX family of transcription factors are defined as based on the presence of a DNA-binding domain with

homology to the high-mobility-group (HMG) box of SRY (sex-determining region Y) . It is well recognized that the SOX

family plays pivotal roles in many developmental and pathological processes, including male differentiation , eye

development , skeletogenesis  and neurogenesis . Twenty members are known, clustered in eight groups (SOXA

to SOXH), and half of them are associated with human genetic disorders, termed “SOXopathies” .

SOX4, SOX11, and SOX12 belong to the SOXC group. They are expressed in many progenitor cell types and have

redundant roles in controlling cell survival and fate determination in response to various signalling pathways . SOXC

proteins have almost identical DNA-binding domains and show a high degree of conservation in their other known

functional region, a transactivation domain located at the C terminus. Animal models first showed that SOX4 and SOX11
are essential developmental genes, since both sox11-null and sox4-null mice die in utero or at birth with multiple

abnormalities . sox12-null mice do not show any apparent phenotype, thanks to functional compensation by sox4
and sox11 . Two de novo heterozygous missense variants in the SOX11 HMG box have been linked to a human

disorder characterized by intellectual disability (ID), growth deficiency, facial dysmorphism, and hypoplasia of the fifth digit

. The disease was classified as a “Coffin–Siris syndrome-like syndrome”. More de novo heterozygous mutations were

later reported in patients with similar features, including SOX11-containing 2p25 deletions, a nonsense variant, and

additional HMG-domain missense variants , but deeper phenotyping and analysis of DNA-methylation profiles proved

that this condition is distinct from Coffin–Siris syndrome (CSS) .

2. SOX4 Structure and Function

SOX4 is a single-exon gene, and the open reading frame encodes a 474-amino acid protein, which includes two

functionally important domains: namely, an HMG box and a C-terminal transactivation domain (TAD). The HMG box

facilitates DNA binding, bending, and nuclear trafficking, whereas TAD mediates the interaction with different cofactors ,

although knowledge of critical residues within TAD is still missing. By binding to the minor groove of DNA, SOX4 alters

chromatin architecture, leading to changes in transcriptional activities of downstream genes. SOX4 (and SOX11) has

pleiotropic functions, which are likely to be mediated by distinct regulatory elements and downstream target genes

involved in multiple developmental processes, including neurogenesis , heart development  and skeletal

patterning , but also lymphocyte maturation  and more recently development of the inner ear . The specific target

genes of SOX4 have not yet been fully defined, but, among the genes that have been shown to be regulated by SOX4,

some are important for neurodevelopment and disease (e.g., RELN, DCX, and WDR45) . In the human brain, SOX4
expression was found to be high in several regions (the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, striatum, and cerebellar cortex)
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during the first two trimesters of embryonic gestation, and then to decrease progressively to reach a very low level by the

4th decade of postnatal life; the expression was higher in areas of active neurogenesis .

This widespread involvement in developmental processes is consistent with the heterogeneous set of anomalies which

can be observed in individuals carrying SOX4 pathogenic variants.

3. SOX4 Single Nucleotide Variants

3.1. Heterozygous Pathogenic Variants

In line with other SOXopathies, most SOX4 causative variants reported to date are dominant, either loss of function or

missense variants which target the HMG box . Globally, 13 pathogenic missense and six stop–gain (one

frameshift, five nonsense) variants have been described (Figure 1). These variants were all identified through exome or

genome sequencing studies and were defined as pathogenic/likely pathogenic based on (a) in silico assessments

(modification of highly conserved amino acids in the HMG box, in different vertebrates orthologos, and in other human

SOX proteins; generation of premature stop codons; absence in gnomAD database (https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/

accessed on 30 December 2023); predictions on the effects of missense variants on protein structure and function) and

(b) functional assessments (weak or absent DNA binding and loss of transactivation activity in reporter gene assays).

Figure 1. Representation of SOX4 protein with the two known domains (HMG: high-mobility group; TAD: transactivation

domain). Known causative variants are reported above the protein (missense variants in green, stop–gain variants in red);

variants of uncertain significance and the bi-allelic variant below.

Missense variants were defined as causative mainly based on their inability to bind DNA and activate transcription.

Nonetheless, differences in functional tests were reported among distinct variants. For instance, most HMG variants were

severely underrepresented in the nucleus when compared with SOX4 wild-type protein and did not bind DNA, whereas

p.Leu99Pro was only slightly underrepresented, and p.Leu99Pro and p.Ala112Thr bound DNA weakly. Furthermore,

p.Leu99Pro and p.Ala112Thr were weak in transactivation assays, whereas other HMG variants were fully inactive .

These differences may be a source of phenotype heterogeneity, but many more variants will need to be assessed to draw

any conclusions.

Since SOX4 is a single-exon gene, mutations that result in premature stop codons are expected to escape nonsense-

mediated m-RNA decay (NMD) and produce a shorter, truncated protein, which may exert partial functions and/or impair

functioning of the wild-type SOX4 copy through a dominant-negative effect. p.Gly44Argfs*2 and p.Glu27* variants fall very

early in the open reading frame and encode a peptide which has an unknown function but lacks both functional DNA-

binding and transactivation domains. The p.Tyr325*, p.Ser333*, and p.Ser347* variants removed 128–150 residues,

including the functionally essential TAD, and p.Glu445* deprived TAD of its C-terminal segment. While the p.Gly44Argfs*2

peptide was undetectable in the cytoplasm and nuclei of transfected cells with SOX expression plasmids, p.Tyr325* and

p.Glu445* were over-represented, especially in the nucleus, and p.Glu445*, although weak, was not fully inactive in the

transactivation assay .

Pathogenic missense and truncating variants were also found to interfere with the activity of wild-type SOX4, suggesting a

dominant-negative effect.

Parents were available to be tested in most (18/19) cases: 14 variants were de novo (4 stop–gain mutations, 10

missense), 4 transmitted (2 stop–gain, 2 missense). SOX4 variants may thus be not fully penetrant, although it is not

possible to draw definite conclusions. Only DNA samples from peripheral blood were tested; p.Gly44Argfs*2 was present

with low-level somatic mosaicism in the patient’s mother, and this woman was reported to suffer neurocognitive issues.

Also, the p.Asn64Lys variant was present in the patient’s father, a man with learning difficulties, mild facial dysmorphism,

and limited extension of 5th finger. Two parents (the mother of a patient with p.His119Tyr and the father of a patient with

p.Glu445*) carried the variant in non-mosaic state in blood and did not have ID or other relevant health issues.
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3.2. Variants of Uncertain Significance and Possible Bi-Allelic Inheritance

Five missense variants are reported in the medical literature as variants of uncertain significance (VUS) , but many

more are present in the ClinVar database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/ accessed on 30 December 2023) 

(Figure 1).

Of the five heterozygous variants, two are in the HMG box domain, whereas three involve different regions of the protein.

Again, both in silico and functional assessments were implemented for variant classification. These five variants are

extremely rare (absent in gnomAD with the exception of p.Asp461Glu—one single allele reported). Regarding

p.Lys132Arg (last position of the HMG box), it is interesting to note that Lys132 is conserved in SOXC proteins, but

replaced by Arg in other SOX proteins including SRY. p.Ala316Ser, outside the HMG box, lies in an unstructured and

functionally uncharacterised region, and Ala316 is poorly conserved. Two variants (p.Asp461Glu and p.Ser466Gly)

targeted the SOX4 TAD. Neither of these five variants was found to be less (or more) abundant in transfected cells than

wild-type SOX4, and all of them showed normal activity in the transactivation assay. Although they affect the HMG box,

p.Ala112Gly and p.Lys132Arg could bind DNA.

The Ala112 position deserves a specific comment: four distinct variants have been described involving this residue.

p.Ala112Pro and p.Ala112Val were observed in affected individuals and were shown to alter SOX4 function, whereas

p.Ala112Gly (affected individual) and p.Ala112Thr (in gnomAD, thus presumably unaffected or mildly affected) showed

normal activity on functional tests. This is an interesting proof of the limits of in silico assessment and the need to perform

functional studies to ascertain variant pathogenicity.

Parents were available to be tested in 3/5 cases (p.Ala112Gly, p.Asp461Glu, and p.Ser466Gly) and the variant was

always transmitted. The mother carrying the p.Asp461Glu variant had epilepsy, while the mother carrying the p.Ser466Gly

had learning difficulties, childhood epilepsy, and a mood disorder. The mother with the p.Ala112Gly variant is also

reported to be mildly affected.

On average, the clinical features associated with VUS were reported to be milder when compared with those defined as

(likely) pathogenic, but the number of cases is still too limited. It is possible that these variants, although rare, are

irrelevant with respect to the patients’ clinical features; otherwise, some/all of these variants may exert a pathogenic

effect, possibly milder, and could be defined as “hypomorphic”. No functional tests are currently available to prove this

hypothesis.

Further, a bi-allelic variant, an in-frame microdeletion [c.730_753del; p.(Ala244_Gly251del)], was reported in a single

consanguineous family . Two affected siblings had global developmental delay, moderate to severe ID, hypotonia, and

mild facial dysmorphism. The parents were heterozygous for the p.(Ala244_Gly251del) variant and had normal IQ levels

with no history of hypotonia or facial dysmorphism. This variant removes eight evolutionarily conserved amino acids within

a functionally unknown SOX4 domain, suggesting that sequences outside the DNA-binding and transactivation domains

could modulate SOX4 activity and thus undergo pathogenic alterations. Again, the same authors hypothesize that the p.

(Ala244_Gly251del) variant might be a hypomorphic allele of SOX4.

Functional studies were not performed, but it is tempting to think about the possibility that SOX4 activity needs to reach a

threshold not to compromise normal development. Either monoallelic loss of function variants or bi-allelic hypomorphic

variants may thus be disease-causing. Bi-allelic inheritance is very rare in SOXopathies. A homozygous SOX10 deletion

was found to cause a severe form of four-limb arthrogryposis but, rather than representing hypomorphic variants, it was a

co-dominant occurrence and parents were both affected by Waardenburg syndrome . Hypotrichosis–lymphedema–

telangiectasia is a very rare disorder caused by heterozygous loss of function variants affecting SOX18, but the first report

also described unrelated individuals with homozygous missense variants (p.Ala104Pro and p.Trp95Arg) and healthy

heterozygous parents ; functional studies were not performed. However, these may represent hypomorphic variants.

3.3. Co-Occurrence of Variants in Other Genes

The presence of pathogenic variations at two distinct loci that lead to the expression of two Mendelian conditions, which

segregate independently, has been appreciated as a relatively frequent phenomenon after the introduction of large-scale

sequencing studies. It is termed “dual molecular diagnosis”, and several reports have demonstrated that this scenario

occurs in a percentage of approximately 5% among patients who received a molecular diagnosis . The two diagnoses

can be “distinct”, when the two conditions have different phenotypes, or “overlapping”, when at least some of the clinical

features are common to the two disorders .
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At least three SOX4 patients have a second causative variant: (a) the proband carrying p.Trp69Gly has a distinct

molecular diagnosis, a bleeding disorder caused by a stop–gain mutation (p.Gln106*) in F11; (b) the patient with

p.Gly44Argfs*2 has a TTN-related cardiomyopathy caused by a stop–gain variant (p.Arg18985*), and, since heart defects

are frequently associated with SOX4, the presence of cardiomyopathy may be considered an overlapping phenotype; (c)

the proband carrying the p.Arg466Gly VUS has an associated autosomal dominant myopia caused by a frameshift variant

(p.Arg179Valfs*224) in SLC39A5, and it is possible that a liability to developmental delay was worsened or unveiled by an

associated disorder causing poor eye-sight.

Furthermore, two VUS of potential interest were reported, p.Pro639Arg in PHF8 in the patient carrying the p.Tyr325*

variant, and p.R1406H in CHD4 in the patient carrying p.Ala112Gly. Both PHF8 and CHD4 encode chromatin remodellers,

associated with human developmental disorders , which might interact with SOX4 and contribute to the clinical

phenotype.
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